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the lifetime of each of the network’s connections. A proposal of a measurement-based AC, which exploits the ability of CPN to collect QoS information on all links, is the
purpose of the work presented in this paper. Our scheme
bases its decision of whether to accept a new connection in
the network by estimating both the resources it will need
and the impact it will have on the ongoing connections.

The demand for stable and reliable networks which can
offer packet delivery under Quality of Service constraints
led to the development of autonomous networks that use
adaptive packet routing in order to provide the best possible
QoS. A mechanism which takes networks like these a step
further in guaranteeing packet delivery, even under strict
QoS constraints, is Admission Control (AC). In this paper
we describe a measurement-based admission control algorithm which tries to control the ingress traffic of a network
by not allowing the entrance of connections which would
negatively affect the QoS of the existing users of the network. It is a multiple QoS mechanism in which the users
are the ones that specify the QoS levels they need in order
to function properly. The impact that this new call will have
on the QoS of the existing users, is based on measurements
of probe traffic and monitoring of the network . The decision of whether to accept a new call or not is made using a
novel algebra of QoS metrics, inspired by Warshall’s algorithm, which searches whether there is a feasible path with
enough resources to accommodate the new flow, without affecting the ongoing traffic.

2 Types of AC Algorithms
According to whether the traffic parameters are specified
a priori or whether the admission decisions rely on measurements of the actual traffic load, Admission Control Algorithms can be classified in two categories: parameter-based
and measurement-based.
Parameter-based AC algorithms compute the amount
of network resources required to support new flow by given
a priori flow characteristics. They can be further classified
as non-statistical and statistical allocation algorithms. The
Non-statistical allocation or deterministic is the simplest
form among all admission control algorithms. The only
knowledge it uses is the peak rate and it tries to ensure that
the sum of requested resources and the existing connections
is bounded by the physical link capacity. This type assumes
that connections transmit at their peak rates all the time,
thus they allocate more bandwidth than it is required to provide QoS guarantees for the existing connections. In Statistical allocation the bandwidth for a connection is assigned
at less than the peak bandwidth of the connection, depending on the statistical distribution of the arriving cells in the
connection [22]. Statistical allocation results in statistical
multiplexing gain, when dealing with sources that arrive in
“bursts”, since it assumes sharing bandwidth resource with
other connections and thus the sum of all peak rates may
be greater than the capacity of the output link. This type
is difficult to be implemented effectively because of the uncertainty in the distribution of the incoming traffic and the
inaccurate and difficult-to-calculate statistical information
of the traffic arrival process.
The most well-known parameter based algorithms are
Rate or Simple Sum [21], Equivalent Bandwidth [18, 19, 6],

1 Introduction
The current “best effort” Internet architecture does not
secure the Quality of Service (QoS) that multimedia traffic
and real-time applications, such as video on demand, Internet telephony (Voice-over-IP), remote medical diagnosis
and treatment, and online trading systems require in order
to function properly. This need led to the development of
Self-Aware Networks [11] that use adaptive packet routing
protocols, like the Cognitive Packet Network (CPN) [16], to
address QoS and provide reliable service to their users. But
even in these networks, congestion is a factor that can lead
to unstable and unreliable situations which will affect the
service quality. This is a situation which can be improved
by Admission Control (AC) which controls the incoming
traffic of a network so that it can guarantee QoS throughout
c
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and Diffusion based statistical AC [14].
Measurement-based AC (MBAC) algorithms rely on
measurements of actual traffic load in making admission decisions. They use these network measurements to estimate
the current load of existing traffic, instead of computing
the traffic characteristics out of the user specified connection’s parameters. They have no prior knowledge of the traffic characteristics and make the admission decisions based
only on the current state of the network. The measurementbased schemes alleviate the burden on the users to accurately specify the parameters for their traffic flow, and thus
is a more practical approach for achieving statistical multiplexing gain with variable-rate traffic.
The major existing MBAC mechanisms which have been
proposed for conventional networks are Measured Sum
[21], Measurement Based Admission Control with Delay
and Bandwidth Constraint [20], and the most frequently
used Endpoint Admission Control [20, 2, 1, 4, 17, 3, 7].
Measurement-based AC algorithms are shown to achieve
much higher utilisation than parameter-based [20], and the
more accurate and up-to-date the measurements the better
the algorithm. So the last few years the research is focused
on accurate network monitoring tools and as admission control is concerned it is turned towards measurement-based
approaches.

RL will tend to prefer better routing schemes, more reliable
access paths to data objects, and better QoS.
When a Smart Packet arrives to its destination, an ACK
is generated and heads back to the source of the request,
following the reversed path of the SP. It updates mailboxes
(MBs) in the CPN nodes it visits with the information which
has discovered, and provides the source node with the successful path to the node. The route brought back by an ACK
is used as a source route by subsequent DPs of the same
QoS class having the same destination, until a newer and/or
better route is brought back by another ACK.
Each node stores a specific RNN for each active sourcedestination pair, and each QoS goal. The number of neurons
in an RNN corresponds to the number of routing outputs of
a node. Each output link of a node is represented by a neuron in the RNN. The arrival of Smart Packets(SPs) triggers
the execution of RNN and the routing decision is the output
link corresponding to the most excited neuron. CPN reinforcement learning changes neuron weights to reward or
punish a neuron according to the level of goal satisfaction
measured on the corresponding output.
The level of goal satisfaction is expressed by a reward.
Given some goal G that a packet has to minimize, the reward
R is formulated simply as R = 1/G. The state qi of ith
neuron in the network is the probability that it is excited.
The qi , 1 < i < n satisfy the following system of nonlinear
equations:
λ+ (i)
qi =
(1)
r(i) + λ− (i)
where
X
X
+
+
qj wji
qj wji
λ+ (i) =
+Λi and λ− (i) =
+λi (2)

3 Self Aware Networks
Self Aware Networks (SAN) is a proposal of QoS enabled networks with enhanced monitoring and self improvement capabilities that use adaptive packet routing protocols,
such as Cognitive Packet Network (CPN) ([16, 12, 10, 9,
13]) and address QoS by using adaptive techniques based
on on-line measurements.
In CPN, it is the users that declare their QoS requirements (QoS Goals) such as minimum delay, maximum
bandwidth, minimum cost, etc, or a combination of those. It
is designed to perform Self-Improvement by learning from
the experience of smart packets, using random neural networks (RNN) [8] with reinforcement learning (RL), and genetic algorithms. RL is carried out using a QoS Goal defined by the user, who generated a request for the connection, or by the network itself.
CPN makes use of three types of packets: smart packets (SP) for discovery, source routed dumb packets (DP) to
carry payload, and acknowledgements (ACK) to bring back
information that has been discovered by SPs which are used
in nodes to train neural networks. SPs discover routes by using random neural networks (RNN) [8] with reinforcement
learning (RL). RL is carried out using a QoS Goal which is
defined by the user who generated a request for the connection, or by the network itself. The decisional weights of a
RNN are increased or decreased based on the observed success or failure of subsequent SPs to achieve the Goal. Thus

j

j

+
wji
is the rate at which neuron j sends “excitation spikes”
−
to neuron i when j is excited, wji
is the rate at which
neuron j sends “inhibition spikes” to neuron i when j is
excited, and r(i) is the total firing rate from the neuron
i. For an n neuron network, the network parameters are
these n by n “weight matrices” W + = {w+ (i, j)} and
W − = {w− (i, j)} which need to be “learned” from input
data.
The RNN weights are updated based on a threshold T :
Tk = αTk−1 + (1 − α)Rk
(3)
where Rk , k = 1, 2, ... are successive measured values of
reward R and α is some constant (0 < α < 1) that is used
to tune the responsiveness of the algorithm: for instance
α = 0.8 means that on the average five past values of R are
being taken into account. Neurons are rewarded or punished
based on the difference between Rk , the current reward, and
Tk−1 , the last threshold.

4 Our proposed multiple criterion AC algorithm
The measurement-based AC algorithm we propose [23,
15] is based on measurements of the QoS metrics on each
2

link of the network . This does not require any special monitoring mechanism since the CPN already collects QoS information on all links and paths that the SPs have explored
and on all paths that any user is using in the network. Our
scheme is a centralized algorithm since the QoS data mentioned above is gathered in one or more locations in the network, where the decision of whether to accept a new call is
also taken.
The proposed AC scheme consists of two stages. The
Probing Stage, which is the stage where the estimated QoS
values of the new flow and the impact that it will have to the
existing users is estimated, by probing the network, and the
Decision Stage in which the decision on whether to accept
the new call into the network is taken, based on whether
there is a feasible path which can accommodate the new call
without affecting the quality of formerly accepted flows.

4.1

the path that CPN will select for the probe traffic, because
it provides the most favorable impact on current flows and
because it satisfies the QoS needs of the new flow. It is also
likely that this path is also the best path in terms of actual
observed QoS after the new user’s full traffic is inserted.
Contrary to the existing measurement-based AC
schemes that use probing, in our scheme, it is not required
to send the probe packets at the same rate as the new
call’s requested rate. Instead we can send them at a much
lower rate and still have an accurate estimation. This is a
major advantage since this way the probing process has no
significant impact on the network’s congestion.

4.2

Decision Stage

Let us assume that the users may be concerned with m
distinct QoS metrics qv ∈ R, v = 1, ...m that are specified
in terms of QoS constraints [qv ∈ Cv (u) for each user u],
where Cv (u) ⊂ R is typically an interval of acceptable values of the QoS metric v for user u (a “contract” between
the user and the network which must not be violated). We
will detail the AC algorithm in terms of forwarding packets
from some source s to a destination d. However this approach can be generalised to the case where u is requesting
some service S.
A network can be considered as a network graph
G(N, E) with nodes N , n = |N |, and a set E of directional
links (i, j), where i, j ∈ N . The CPN algorithm explores
G(N, E) and collects QoS data about the parts of the network that are being currently used, or which have been explored by SPs. We assume that this data is available in one
or more locations in the form of n × n link QoS matrices
Qv with elements:
• Qv (i, j) = r where r ≥ 0 is a real number representing the QoS of link (i, j) which has been measured at
some recent enough time, and
• Qv (i, j) = unknown if i and j are not directly connected or if either a SP has not explored the link for
QoS metric v or if this happened so long ago that the
value could be inaccurate.

Probing Stage - Estimation of the impact of a new flow

Every QoS metric can be considered as a value which
increases as the “traffic load” increases. A new connection
will increase the load of the paths it may be using so it is
assumed that the value taken by the QoS metrics will increase. For example, delay increases as the network traffic
load increases.

Figure 1. QoS metric vs Load
Let as consider some link (i, j). A small increase x in the
load that is obtained in a controlled manner, e.g. by sending
probe packets at rate x, generates an estimate of the manner
in which the QoS metric q varies around the current load
point Y :
q(Y + x) − q(Y )
q̂ 0 =
.
(4)
x
The impact of a new flow with total traffic rate X can then
be evaluated by using the estimate and the measured derivative from (4):
(5)
q̂(Y + X) = q(Y ) + q̂ 0 X,

From the link matrices Qv we can compute:
• The set of known (explored) paths P (s, d) from s to d,
and
• The path QoS matrices Kv , where Kv (s, d) is the
known best value of the QoS metric v for any path going from s to d if such a path exists and if the links on
the path have known entries in the link QoS matrices.
Other entries in Kv are set to the value “unknown”.
By “best value” we mean that several paths may exist for the
source-destination pair (s, d), but Kv (s, d) will store, for
instance, the smallest known delay for all paths going from
s to d if qv is the delay metric. We will discuss below how
the path QoS matrices are computed from the link matrices.

without having to know the initial load Y . This estimate
may be optimistic or pessimistic. However it is likely that
3

4.3

The AC Algorithm

Thus, our algorithm can use Floyd-Warshall’s technique
to construct Kv from Qv , and hence K̂v from Q̂v if the
QoS metric qv is additive, so that Kv (i, j) is the smallest
value of the QoS metric among all known paths from i to j.
Note that delay and the variance of delay, are both additive
metrics. Although loss rate is not additive , the number of
lost packets is an additive metric.
For non-additive metrics we have developed a generalisation of the Floyd-Warshall, which is described next.

Let us assume that the network is currently carrying z
users, any one of which will be generically represented by
some QoS constraint qw (z) and a new user u requests admission for a connection from source s to destination d carrying a traffic rate X and with QoS constraint qv (u). The
proposed AC algorithm proceeds as follows:
• Find the set P (s, d). If it is empty, send SPs to discover paths. If unsuccessful, reject the request. Otherwise monitor the current network, create the Qw (i, j)
matrices for all discovered links and all QoS metrics
(including w = v), and then send probe traffic at rate
x along the network.
0
• Use the probe traffic to obtain q̂w
(i, j) for each QoS
metric w of interest, including w = v, and for all links
(i, j). Note that some links may not be concerned by
0
(i, j) = 0.
the probe traffic so for that links we take q̂w
The path that the probe packets will follow, will be the
one that the SPs have chosen as more appropriate so
that it satisfy the QoS needs of the new flow, so, it is
very likely to also be the path that will be followed
after the new user’s full traffic is inserted.
• Afterwards compute the estimation
0
Q̂w (i, j) = Qw (i, j) + X q̂w
(i, j)
(6)
for all concerned links and all QoS metrics. For unconcerned links we take Q̂w (i, j) = Qw (i, j).
• Compute K̂w from Q̂w (to be detailed below) for all
the QoS metrics of interest, including v.
• Finally, if K̂v (s, d) ∈ Cv (u) AND K̂w (s0 , d0 ) ∈
Cw (z) for all other current users z with sourcedestination pair (s0 , d0 ) and QoS metric qw ∈ Cw (z),
then accept u; else reject the request.

where Kv1 = Qv . The operator ⊕ between two QoS
parameters depends on the QoS metric that is being considered and can be the addition (+) for delay and variance, the
minimum (min) for bandwidth etc. The ⊗ is also an operator that depends on the specific QoS metric q, and selects
the “best value” among the elements on which it operates,
e.g. in case of the delay or variance metric it will obtain
the minimum value, while for bandwidth or security it will
select the maximum value for all paths going from i to j.

4.4

5 Experimental results

4.5

Generalisation of the Floyd-Warshall
algorithm to non-additive QoS metrics

Consider the matrix Qv mentioned above, whose entries
are the measured QoS values r ≥ 0 over links (i, j) whenever such a link exists, or otherwise have the value “unknown”.
The matrix Kv which is calculated as shown below, provides us with the “best QoS value” for every path between
every pair of vertices (i,j).
³
´
Kvn [i, j] = Kvn−1 [i, j] ⊗ Kvn−1 [i, n] ⊕ Kvn−1 [n, j] (9)

Computing the QoS matrices

For each i, j ∈ N of a network graph G(N, E) with
nodes N , n = |N |, and a set E of directional links (i, j).
the well known “Warshall’s algorithm” [24] determines
whether there is a path from node i to node j by computing
the Boolean matrix K, the transitive closure of the graph’s
adjacency matrix Q, in less than n3 Boolean operations.
´
^
_³
K n−1 [i, n] K n−1 [n, j]
K n [i, j] = K n−1 [i, j]
(7)
where K 1 [i, j] = Q[i, j] and
the
matrix
elements
are
W
treated
being the logical “OR”
V as boolean values with
and the logical “AND”.
Floyd’s algorithm [5] extends Warshall’s algorithm to
obtain the cost of the “smallest cost path” between any pair
of vertices in the form of a real-valued matrix.
n
³
´o
K n [i, j] = min K n−1 [i, j], K n−1 [i, n] + K n−1 [n, j]
(8)

Figure 2. The CPN testbed used in our experiments
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The experiments where conducted in a 44-node test-bed
representing the SwitchLAN network topology1 . All links
have the same capacity (10 M bits/s) and all users have the
same QoS requirements: delay ≤ 50 ms, jitter ≤ 5 ms,
bandwidth ≥ 3 M bits/s, and packetloss ≤ 5 %. These
values are quite fastidious (for high-quality video the delay should be only less than 150ms, 150 ms is also the
maximum desired one-way latency to achieve high-quality
voice) and are chosen in order to evaluate our algorithm for
very demanding requests.
There are 7 Source-Destination (S-D) pairs
(SA − DA1 , SA − DA2 , SA − DA3 , SB − DB1 , SB −
DB2 , SC − DC1 , SC − DC2 ), that correspond to 7 users
(A1, A2, A3, B1, B2, C1, C2).
In order to avoid having more than one users requesting to enter the network at the same time, which could lead
to multiple flows of probe traffic and misleading measurements, each user enters a queue (“request queue”) at the data
gathering point. The users that are denied access, instead of
being considered rejected, they enter another queue (“reject
queue”) and request to enter again. This process continues
until they are finally accepted or a specific period of time
(“user lifetime”) has past. In our experiments the user lifetime of each user is 150 s, meaning that every user will wait
to be served for at most 150 s otherwise the user will be
considered rejected. The “reject queue” has bigger priority
than the “request queue” and is served first.
After making a request, regardless if the request is
satisfied or not, the user waits for a constant time W
and then makes another request. In our experiments,
W is chosen to be uniformly distributed in a range of
values: (150, 120, 90, 80, 70, 60, 50, 40, 30, 20, 15) s which
correspond to total arrival rate λ for all three users of
(2.8, 3.5, 4.67, 5.25, 6, 7, 8.4, 10.5, 14, 21, 28) rqsts/min
respectively. Thus the load on the system is increased in
each of the successive experiments.
Our experiments covered three cases: when the Admission Control is disabled (NO AC), when the AC is enabled
(WITH AC), and when the AC is enabled but also the length
of the feasible paths is restricted (WITH AC & MPL). The
third approach tries to take under consideration the fact that
if there is a lot of traffic in the network the algorithm may
accept a very long feasible path which CPN would possibly not use for the new traffic. To avoid this conflict of the
two intelligent mechanisms, we set a maximum path length
(MPL) limit for the length of the feasible path. In our experiments the limit of the feasible path length was set to 6.
In total 99 experiments were conducted (33 for each
case), lasting 15 min each. Each experiment was conducted
3 times and the results presented in this paper are the average value of those three runs.
Figure 3 compares the total rejection rate for the connec1 The
Swiss
Education
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Figure 3. Average rejection rate

Figure 4. Average user satisfaction
tion requests in all three cases, while figure 4 reports the
satisfaction rate of a user (here user A1) in all three cases
described above. By “satisfaction” of a user we mean that
all 4 QoS requirements of that user are fulfilled at all times.
Of course when the AC is disabled all users are immediately
accepted and so the rejection rate is zero.
By restricting the length of the feasible path which is
used to make the decision, makes the algorithm more strict,
and thus the rejection rate should increase, as figure 3 confirms. As it is obvious in figure 4, when the AC algorithm
is enabled the satisfaction of user A1 is much higher than
when there is no AC. When the feasible path’s length is limited the percentage of the user traffic that is led through the
feasible path increases so the results are more accurate and
the satisfaction rate is better than when only the AC is enable without path length restrictions (figure 4). Finding the
optimal limit of the feasible paths length is something that
could further improve our algorithm and should therefore
be further investigated.

6 Conclusions
This paper describes a measurement based AC algorithm
which estimates the expected resources that the new user
will consume if he/she enters the network and the impact
that he/she will have on the QoS the existing users.
A basic difference between our algorithm and other

Network,
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measurement-based AC schemes that use probing, is that
our algorithm estimates the new flow’s impact by probing at
a small rate, so that probe packets will not contribute noticeably to the network’s congestion. Also, a major contribution point is that the users are the ones that specify the QoS
constraints they need in order to obtain the network service
they require for a successful connection, so, each user can
have different QoS requirements. Moreover, the decision of
whether to accept a new user is based on a novel, and easily
implemented, algebra of QoS metrics which finds whether
there is a feasible path which can provide the required resources to accommodate the new request without affecting
the service quality of the ongoing connections.
Further work following this paper should be done in order to investigate which is the optimum rate and duration of
the probing, which would most probably lead to more accurate estimations and further improve our algorithm. Another
issue is on whether the new or existing users will adhere the
QoS levels they specified during their entrance, since violating the initial ”contracts” could affect the QoS of the
other users. One easy way would be to dismiss the noncompliant users (drop all their packets), but this should be
studied more carefully. Finally future papers could provide
experimental results showing the effectiveness of the algorithm compared to existing approaches of AC.
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